ACCESSORY INSTRUCTIONS
Marquee Wheels, Half Wall, Full Wall, Awnings & Banner Instructions

WHEELE INSTRUCTIONS

Attaching & Moving
The entire weight of the folding tent is supported by
the wheels, it now requires virtually no effort to move
the whole unit in any direction over any surface such as
bitumen or grassy areas. It is as simple as removing the
gazebo cover, unlocking the wheels, opening the unit
slightly and it is ready to move.

WHEELE MARQUEE - ATTACHING WHEELS

1. On a bench or on the ground lay
marquee on side, extend inner leg of
marquee.

2. Locate ‘dimples’ on foot plate, position
the wheel on foot plate so wing nuts and
positioned over the ‘dimples’

3. Tighten the wing nuts on the left/right
until finger tight. Repeat until all wheels are
fitted to marquee legs.

WHEELED MARQUEE MOVING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Ensure brakes are in
the “on” position.

2. Remove standard marquee protective
cover, NEVER move with cover on.

5. Open frame slightly.
Never move fully folded marquee.

3. Hold marquee with 2 hands.

6. Grasp one leg and pull marquee in the
desired direction. Never push.

4. Set brakes to “off ”
position.

7. Apply brakes to “on” position and read
“Set Up Instructions”.

WALL INSTRUCTIONS

Full & Half with Support Bar
Add an extra wall to your marquee to protect you and/or
your products from the weather, and provide extra privacy.
Our walls could not be easier to attach to your Extreme
Marquee, they use a simple hook and velcro system to
attach to the marquee. The plain walls also feature zips on
either side to seamlessly connect the walls together.

HALF WALL INSTRUCTIONS

Attach half wall display connector to
marquee leg. Repeat on other side.

Insert half wall display bar through half wall
sleeve.

Tighten half wall display connector. Attach
velcro tabs to marquee legs.

HALF WALL SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Attach the half wall support to the
display bar.

2. Adjust the height of the support leg until
securely in position.

3. Completed Half Wall with Support.

2. Attach velcro tabs to marquee legs.

3. Completed Wall.

FULL WALL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Put wall hooks through eyelets in roof
flap (face hooks inwards).

AWNING INSTRUCTIONS

Velcro Awning/ Hook & Eye Awning
VELCRO AWNING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Attach awning leg connector
to marquee frame.
Repeat on other side.

2. Attach awning velcro to the
velcro on marquee roof.

3. Insert the (three piece)
awning pole into the awning
sleeve.

4. Fit the awning end poles to
the connector and attached
fabric. Repeat on other side.

5. Fit the awning centre
connector/pole to the truss bar
and tighten.

6. Insert the awning poles into
the ‘holes’ in the (three piece)
awning pole in sleeve.

7. Twist the awning poles to
extend or shorten and then
twist poles to tighten.

8. Velcro Awning.

HOOK & EYE AWNING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Attach awning leg connector
to marquee frame.
Repeat on other side.

2. Put wall hooks through
eyelets in roof flap.

3. Insert the (three piece)
awning pole into the awning
sleeve.

4. Fit the awning end poles to
the connector and attached
fabric. Repeat on other side.

5. Fit the awning centre
connector/pole to the truss bar
and tighten.

6. Insert the awning poles into
the ‘holes’ in the (three piece)
awning pole in sleeve.

7. Twist the awning poles to
extend or shorten and then
twist poles to tighten.

8. Hook and Eyelet Awning.

BANNER & RAIN GUTTERS

Wave, Flare & Rain Gutter Instructions

The Wave and Flare banners are a popular outdoor banner
style from our range. These banners are found outside
businesses, at school and club events and at every field day
or trade show.

WAVE & FLARE BANNER INSTRUCTIONS

1. Assemble the Banner Pole.
Small - 2 pieces / Medium - 3
pieces / Large - 4 pieces

2. Insert the Banner Pole into the
sleeve of the Banner fabric.

3. Applying even pressure pull
the Banner Fabric to the base of
the Banner Pole.

4. Attach the elastic from the
Banner fabric to the Hooks on the
Banner Pole.

WAVE & FLARE BANNER BASE INSTRUCTIONS

MARQUEE LEG CONNECTOR
Position the Marquee Leg Connector in
desired location and tighten until fitted.

MARQUEE LEG CONNECTOR
Insert the Banner Spindle into the Connector,
tighten the Connector until firmly fitted.

ALL BANNER BASES
Position the Banner Pole onto the Spindle.

RAIN GUTTER INSTRUCTIONS

Position marquees side by side and attach
leg connector and tighten.

Put gutter hooks through eyelets in roof
flap (face hooks inwards).

Attach rain gutter strip to marquee wall.

